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PHO 503
YA# Description:
99/48 #1 [Two men standing in doorway with dog.]

99/48 #2 [Five men standing on steps to building. Winter scene.]

99/48 #3 [Nine men standing on steps to building. Winter scene.]

99/48 #4 [Ten people standing outside in front of a mine shaft (?).  There are two 
women in the group, one who is wearing work clothes and a head lamp.]

99/48 #5 [Same group of ten people as in #4.]

99/48 #6 [Eight men posing outside building.]

99/48 #7 [Seven men posing outside building.  Three men are wearing head lamps.]

99/48 #8 [Two men standing outside a building.  One man is wearing an apron and his 
clothes are blackened.  Several picks are leaning on a table beside the 
building.]

99/48 #9 [Man with a rifle posing on a pile of rocks.]

99/48 #10 [Four men posing outside in winter.  Plane visible on right hand side of photo.]

99/48 #11 [Two men from #10 standing outside same building.  One man wearing the 
leather jacket and hat may be the pilot.]

99/48 #12 [Three men with snowshoes sitting amongst the forest.  Man on left may be 
the pilot from #11.]

99/48 #13 [Close-up of man with beard and winter hat.]

99/48 #14 [Plane on snow covered lake with warming tent over engine.  Letter visible 
wings are GCRM.]

99/48 #15 [Five men posing beside a wall tent with a snow covered lake in background. 
Winter scene.]

99/48 #16 [Forest winter scene with lake and mountains in background.]

99/48 #17 [Forest winter scene with lake and mountains in background. Similar to #16.]
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99/48 #18 [Snow covered landscape with many buildings in the background. Possibly 

Elsa.]

99/48 #19 [Snow covered landscape with many buildings in the background. Possibly 
Elsa. Similar to #18, but shows several buildings in foreground clearly.]

99/48 #20 [Road in foreground with several buildings and mine shaft visible.  Winter 
scene. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #21 [Photo taken from porch with railing visible in foreground of mine shaft and 
several buildings in background. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #22 [Mine shaft and buildings visible with fog or steam(?) surrounding them. 
Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #23 [Panorama of mining community with valley and mountains in background. 
Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #24 [Winter scene showing mine shaft and buildings. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #25 [Winter scene showing road and buildings. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #26 [Night scene of buildings and mine shaft showing bright lights shining out of 
windows.  Winter scene. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #27 [Buildings and mine shaft. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #28 [Winter scene of buildings and mine shaft.  Sled visible on road and cut logs 
visible on right of photograph. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #29 [Winter scene of buildings and mine shaft.  Sled visible on road and cut logs 
visible on right of photograph. Possibly Elsa. Similar view as #28 in summer.  
Oil barrels piled in front of cut logs.]

99/48 #30 [Scene of buildings and mine shaft. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #31 [Buildings and railway with ore carts.  Many hydro and telephone poles and 
lines also visible. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #32 [Buildings and road with lakes and mountains in background.  Large wagon 
visible on road. Possibly Elsa.]
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99/48 #33 [Logs and barrels piled in front of buildings. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #34 [Close-up of building clad in corrogated metal.  Many hydro and telephone 
lines visible.]

99/48 #35 [Close-up of building clad in corrogated metal with sign "Treadwell Yukon Co. 
L Office".]

99/48 #36 [Ore buckets being carried by tramline. Possibly Elsa with aerial tramway 
going up to Calumet.]

99/48 #37 [Ore bucket being carried by tramline. Buildings in background. Possibly Elsa 
with aerial tramway going up to Calumet.]

99/48 #38 [Man building frame for building.  Mine shaft visible in background.]

99/48 #39 [Buildings visible beside mine shaft.  Winter scene. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #40 [Tramline visible in foreground and buildings in background. Possibly Elsa 
with aerial tramway going up to Calumet.]

99/48 #41 [Building clad in corrogated metal in foreground with mine shaft and buildings 
in background. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #42 [Close-up of mine shaft and machinery.  Photograph is slightly out of focus.]

99/48 #43 [Close-up of mine shaft and machinery.  Several men also visible working.]

99/48 #44 [Close-up of machinery and buildings.]

99/48 #45 [Close-up of machine with wheel.]

99/48 #46 [Machinery and buildings.]

99/48 #47 [Machinery with man working on them.]

99/48 #48 [Piece of machinery outside a building.]

99/48 #49 [Machinery inside a building.]

99/48 #50 [Wall inside a building with controls and panels. Several coats also hanging 
on the wall.]
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99/48 #51 [Machine inside building with large belt system. Possibly Elsa power plant.]

PHO 504
YA# Description:
99/48 #52 [Two caterpillars travelling along dirt road.  Second caterpillar pulling a trailer.]

99/48 #53 [Two men with hard hats and head lamps standing behind ore cart and 
chute.  Words on ore cart are "Silver King".]

99/48 #54 [Man in mine standing beside ore cart that is being dumped.]

99/48 #55 [Two men in mine wearing hard hats and head lamps.]

99/48 #56 [Man in mine wearing hard hat and head lamp.  Saw hanging from support 
pole.  Photograph is slightly out of focus.]

99/48 #57 [Two men standing in mine shaft under many beams and poles supporting 
roof.]

99/48 #58 [One man standing beside pole supporting beams and roof.]

99/48 #59 [One man sitting atop a ladder in a mine shaft.]

99/48 #60 [One man standing behind support poles holding up mine shaft walls.]

99/48 #61 [One man pushing and one man pulling a sled loaded with bags on a frozen 
river or lake. Several buildings visible in  background.]

99/48 #62 [A dance being held on a barge or dock.  Several couples dressed in finery 
dancing on a large white tarp.  Other people sitting along benches.

99/48 #63 [Mayo during flood with view of Anglican Church.  The sternwheeler Aksala 
docked just to the right of the Church.]

99/48 #64 [Mining community overlooking the valley. Possibly Elsa.]

99/48 #65 [Dirt road with caterpillar pulling trailer in the distance. Tripod for tramway 
also visible.]

99/48 #66 [Several buildings and dirt road with tramway in right corner.l
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99/48 #67 [Several wall tents, dirt road and tramway visible in foreground.  Mountains 

and valley in background. Possibly aerial tramway going up to Calumet.]

99/48 #68 [Tramway visible with two ore carts on top of rocky partially snow covered 
hill. Possibly aerial tramway going up to Calumet.]

99/48 #69 [Aerial tramway with ore cars and buildings in background. Possibly Elsa with 
aerial tramway going up to Calumet.]

99/48 #70 [Mine shaft visible in background.  Road and tramway tripods visible to right 
of shaft. Possibly the Calumet mine.]

99/48 #71 [Rutted dirt road with several men walking in the distance. Several buildings 
visible to left of men. Possibly the Calumet mine.]

99/48 #72 [Mine shaft in distance with same rutted road as #71 visible in front right 
hand corner. Possibly the Calumet mine.]

99/48 #73 [Mountain and valley scene with some snow patches.]

99/48 #74 [Snow covered road with hydro/telephone poles and lines to right of road.]

99/48 #75 [Snow covered wood clad building.]

99/48 #76 [Snow covered wood clad building. Same building as #75, but slightly 
different angle.]

99/48 #77 [Forest scene with valley and mountains in background.  Winter scene.]

99/48 #78 [Valley and mountain scene.  Partial snow cover.]

99/48 #79 [Snow covered forested area with walking path visible.]

99/48 #80 [Snow covered forested area with hydro/telephone pole (?) visible.]

99/48 #81 [Snow covered forested area with hydro/telephone poles visible in 
background.]

99/48 #82 [Excavated area with mining buildings in background.]

99/48 #83 [Oil barrels and logs piled beside road.  Buildings in background. Possibly 
community of Elsa.]
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99/48 #84 [Metal clad building about 4 stories high.  Hydro/telephone pole beside 

building.]

99/48 #85 [First Nation man on snowshoes holding long pole.  He is standing beside 
outdoor stove and pipe that appears to be burning. Winter scene.]

99/48 #86 [One dog pulling sled on snow covered road.]

99/48 #87 [Community along shore of lake or river taken from boat.  Photograph slightly 
out of focus.]

99/48 #88 [Several buildings along shoreline.  Photo taken from boat.]

99/48 #89 [Four houses during high flood waters.  Water almost touching bottom 
window sill.  Possibly Mayo during 1936 flood.]  -  1936.

99/48 #90 [Several houses and fenced in area covered in high flood waters.  Possibly 
Mayo in 1936.]  -  1936.

99/48 #91 [Two log structures half covered in water possibly in Mayo during 1936 
flood.]  -  1936.

99/48 #92 [Several log buildings almost entirely under flood waters.  Possibly Mayo 
during the 1936 flood.]  -  1936.

99/48 #93 [A couple warehouses in the Mayo waterfront area tip precariously in the 
1936 spring flood.  This might be the T&D. Warehouse building on First Ave. 
which was torn down and a new structure built after the flood receded as 
mentioned in the Mayo Miner, June 27, 1936.]  -  1936.

99/48 #94 [Debris scattered in front of houses in Mayo after the flood water recede 
during the 1936 spring flood.]  -  1936.

99/48 #95 [A wooden scow with furs, trunk and bags piled in it during flood.  The scow 
is tied to a fence surrounding a log cabin with flood water surrounding the 
cabin.]  -  1936.

99/48 #96 [Flood water surrounding bags of ore and a warehouse in Mayo during 1936 
flood.]  -  1936.
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99/48 #97 [Anglican Church in Mayo on high ground surrounded by flood waters.  

Several people standing around a camp fire on high ground.  Two scows 
along shore of flood water.]  -  1936.

99/48 #98 [Several houses flooded by high waters in Mayo during 1936 spring flood.]  -  
1936.

99/48 #99 [Several buildings including Binet House(?) during high flood waters in spring 
1936.]  -  1936.

99/48 #100 [Group of people standing at the edge of flood waters on First Ave. in Mayo 
beside General Store.]  -  1936.

99/48 #101 [Group of people standing at the edge of flood waters on First Ave. in Mayo 
beside General Store. Same scene as #100 only photograph is taken from 
top of the General Store.]  -  1936.

99/48 #102 [Children standing on damaged foot bridge overlooking debris left behind by 
flood waters.]  -  1936.
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